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ABSTRACT 
Laminated glazing has been a popular form of window glazing in recent years and 
is found to be effective during extreme weather conditions like hurricane. Laminated 
glass is composed of two glass layers with a polymer as an interlayer. The main objective 
of this work involves studying the stress response, failure and damage analysis of 
rectangular laminated architectural glazing against combined wind and windbome debris 
impact. Here both small-hard (like roof gravel) and large-soft (like timber) windbome 
debris are considered. The stress response of the rectangular laminated architectural 
glazing was modeled using the finite element code ABAQUS. The effect of geometric 
and material properties of glass and PVB on the stress response is studied to find an 
optimum configuration with impact resistance as criteria. Also, the stress distribution 
through the thickness of glazing is studied. The cumulative probability of failure of the 
inner ply of the laminated glazing is studied by using a mechanics based analytical model. 
Based on cumulative damage theory, a two-parameter Weibull distribution is used to 
predict the existence of flaws capable of causing failure in the inner glass ply. The 
stresses in the laminate are determined from finite element analysis. Effects of combined 
wind and debris impact and geometry of glazing on failure probability is studied. The 
fracture of the laminated glazing has been studied in an average sense using Continuum 
Damage Mechanics (CDM). An anisotropic elastic damage tensor with a linear damage 
evolution has been chosen to model the damage through the glass. This model is 
implemented in finite element code to study the damage. A parametric study involving 
the geometry of glazing is used to study the damage. The damage patterns and zone sizes 
are predicted with this model. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
l.lBACKGROUND 
Building fa9ade is particularly vulnerable to wind and windbome debris impact 
during extreme weather conditions like hurricane. Laminated glass has been popular 
lately as architectural glazing due to its strength and ability to prevent flying or falling 
shards, while also maintaining the integrity of building envelope by sealing any 
fenestrations. These features make it superior to conventional monolithic architectural 
glazing. Laminated glass is a three ply lamina with two glass lites and a polymer 
interlayer in between. The polymer commonly used is made of Poly Vinyl Butyral 
(PVB). Prior to 1970s, damage due to hurricane was mainly attributed to wind (Minor, 
2005). But subsequent studies into many hurricanes revealed that windbome debris to be 
the primary cause of damage during hurricanes. Roof gravel was responsible for damage 
on high-rise buildings whereas flying large timber being responsible for damages at low 
height (Beason et al., 1984; Kareem, 1985; Behr and Minor, 1994; Sparks et al., 1994; 
Minor, 1994). Based on the mass and elastic modulus, wind borne debris has been 
classified into two types; small-hard and large-soft missiles. Small pieces of rock, roof 
gravel are some of the instances of small missile. Large branches of tree or wood logs 
constitute as large-hard missiles. 
Lot of research has been done to study the impact of wind and windbome debris 
impact. Earlier studies were restricted to only wind loading on architectural glazing. 
Both analytical and experimental studies were undertaken to study the response of 
laminated glazing to wind impact. Vallabhan et al. (1993) developed a mathematical 
model based on Von Karman plate theory to study the stresses in the laminated glass due 
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to static lateral pressure. The results correlated well with the experimental data. Tsai and 
Stewart (1976) studied the stress and deflection characteristics of large plates undergoing 
large defections due to wind load through series of experimental tests and finite element 
simulations on glass plates of different geometric configuration. Some authors studied 
analytically the response of window glazing to fluctuating wind pressures. It is not 
known if they correlate with real experimental data (Das et al., 1992; Calderon, 1993). 
Pantelides et al. (1993) experimentally studied response of different laminated glazing 
systems with different interlayer material and glass type. The experiments consisted of 
alternate small debris impact and wind impact to closely resemble the windstorm 
condition. Duser et al. (1999) conducted a stress analysis and failure probability study of 
laminated glazing acted on by uniform pressure. Norville and Minor (1985) investigated 
the failure probability of weathered window glazing under uniform lateral pressure using 
Beason and Morgan's (1984) model for failure prediction of glass plates. The strength of 
new and weathered glass was compared. 
In case of windbome debris impact, the response of window glazing studied was 
largely restricted to small missile. In case of large missile impact, research so far has 
been largely restricted to Fail/No Fail of architectural glazing. Flocker and Dharani 
(1997a, 1997b, 1998) made a comprehensive analysis of low velocity impact of small 
missile on laminated architectural glazing. They studied the stress response; fracture of 
outer glazing and as a result delamination of interply of the laminated glazing due to this 
impact. Behr et al. (1999) validated Flocker and Dharani's (1997b) model in their 
experimental investigation of low velocity small missile impact of laminated glazing. A 
parametric study involving impact velocity, glass type and interlayer and glass thickness 
3 
was conducted. Ji et al. (1998) used the failure models ofTuler and Butcher (1968) and 
Brown (1974) to study the failure probability of outer glass ply to small missile impact. 
They found that increasing the PVB thickness has no influence on the failure probability 
of the outer ply. Comprehensive experimental study conducted by Kaiser et al. (2000) 
and Saxe et al. (2002) on small missile impact of laminated glazing yielded the 
observation that inner glass ply thickness and PVB interlayer thickness are more 
significant from the failure of inner glass ply of laminated glazing. Dharani et al. (2004) 
studied the failure probability of inner glass ply of laminated glazing by modeling the 
outer ply as a sacrificial ply. The outer ply is modeled as a sacrificial ply by adopting 
Flocker and Dharani's (1997b) Hertz cone crack model allowing it to crack upon impact. 
An analytical predictive model in conjunction with finite element method was employed 
to predict the failure of inner ply oflaminated glazing. Yu (2002) studied the fracture and 
stress analysis of circular laminated glazing impacted by large missile impact. The large 
missiles with flat end and round end configuration were used. 
1.2 OBJECTIVE AND METHODOLOGY 
In this study, a combined wind and windbome debris loading on laminated 
glazing is considered unlike in previous studies when only one of the loads was 
considered. In case of large missile impact studies on laminated glazing, only circular 
glazing configuration has been considered. Since rectangular configuration is most 
common among window glazing and no work has been done on this we adopt the 
rectangular laminated architectural glazing configuration for majority of our study. 
This study has three main objectives. First: To study the stress response of 
rectangular architectural glazing to different impact loads and geometry and material 
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properties of the laminated glazing under combined impact of wind and windbome debris 
impact. Second: To study the failure probability of rectangular architectural laminated 
glazing to different impact load and geometry of laminated glazing. Here the stress 
results from finite element code ABAQUS (Simulia, 2008) are combined with the 
statistical failure prediction model to predict the inner ply of the laminated glazing. 
Thirdly: To study the cracking or damage of laminated glazing using Continuum Damage 
Mechanics and finite element technique. 
In this study two types of loads act on the laminated glazing. One is the wind 
load and the other is the windbome debris. The wind load is assumed to static and the 
two different wind loads are calculated for small debris and large debris respectively to 
account for the difference in height at which the missiles act. The small missiles for 
instance, roof gravel and roofing tiles are a concern at heights greater than 30ft (9.1 m) 
and large missiles like tree limbs and construction lumber at heights lesser than 30 ft (9.1 
m). The wind loads are obtained from the ASCE standards (2006). The windbome 
debris is modeled as a dynamic load. Ghrib and Tinawi (1995), in their study of seismic 
analysis of concrete gravity dams, first analyzed the static response of dam due to its self 
weight and hydrostatic pressure of the reservoir on the upstream wall prior to earthquake 
excitation which is a dynamic load. Similar methodology is adopted here. 
I. Stress Analysis of Rectangular Laminated Architectural Glazing due to Wind 
and Missile Impacts 
Mahesh S. Shetty1 and Lokeswarappa R. Dharani2' 3 
Abstract 
5 
During windstorms and hurricanes, architectural glazing is impacted by wind and 
windbome debris. For the focus of this study, wind borne debris are categorized into two 
types. One is small hard missile like roof gravel and the other is large soft missile 
representing the lumber from wood-framed buildings. Laminated architectural glazing is 
the commonly used glazing in buildings. The stress response of the laminated glazing 
against the combined impact of wind and windbome debris is studied. A parametric study 
is done by varying the geometric and material properties of the rectangular architectural 
glazing system. This helps in designing a glazing system of optimum configuration for 
impact resistance. 
Keywords: rectangular laminated architectural glazing, wind, windbome debris 
1Research Assistant, Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering Department, Missouri 
University of Science and Technology, Rolla, MO 65409-0050 
2Curators' Professor, Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering Department, Missouri 
University of Science and Technology, Rolla, MO 65409-0050 Email: dharani@mst.edu 
3 Author for correspondence 
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Introduction 
Architectural glazing are highly vulnerable during windstorms particularly 
hurricanes due to wind pressures and the debris transported by it. Recent hurricanes like 
Ike are a testament to the damage and havoc that can result to the building envelope and 
also to the interiors of the building if it is breached. The typical wind load acting on the 
glazing during these windstorms can be attributed to turbulent wind, changes in the 
direction of wind and also its duration. Typical windbome missile consists of roof gravel, 
roof tiles, pieces of lumber and materials from damaged structures. 
The impact of hurricane Alicia, which hit the downtown area of Houston, on the 
glazing damage, has been studied by Beason et al. (1984). He observed that the glazing 
damage was mainly due to windbome roof gravel from building roofs. In their work, they 
recommend using laminated glass for architectural glazing. Laminated glass consists of 
two soda-lime glass plies held together by an interlayer which is an adhesive polymer. 
PVB (Poly vinyl butyral) is the commonly used interlayer. According to Beason et al. 
(1984), the outer layer which is exposed to the wind and debris load functions as a 
sacrificial ply and is allowed to break whereas the inner layer remains intact thus 
protecting the integrity of the building interiors. Also, the broken glass adheres to the 
PVB, thus preventing injury from flying shards of glass. Extensive field evidence has 
been collected after hurricanes and other windstorms with high sustained winds and 
turbulent gusts from the early 1970s to the present. This field evidence has documented 
the mechanisms of windborne debris transport during windstorms and how its combined 
effect with wind pressures can lead to breaches in the building envelope and extensive 
property loss. Windborne debris generated during severe windstorms varies greatly, 
7 
depending upon wind speed, height above the ground, terrain, surrounding structures, and 
other sources of debris (Minor, 2005). 
Related work 
Many researchers have studied the effect of wind loads or windbome debris on 
laminated architectural glazing. Flocker and Dharani [1997] simulated the low velocity, 
small missile impact on laminated architectural glazing (LAG). The response of the LAG 
to different PVB properties and geometry of the glazing is studied to find the optimum 
LAG configuration. Vallabhan and Chou (1985) studied the stresses and displacements 
developed in window glass systems of different aspect ratio which are subjected to static 
wind load. An iterative procedure was developed which incorporated non-dimensional 
curves relating central deflections, maximum principal stresses and lateral design wind 
pressures. Duser et. al. (1999) conducted a stress analysis and failure probability analysis 
of laminated glazing subjected to uniform lateral pressure. Dharani et. al. (2004) 
developed an analytical model to predict the cumulative probability of damage of inner 
glass ply due to small missile impact. The outer ply is modeled as a sacrificial ply and a 
subroutine is incorporated in the finite element code for it to fail by Hertzian cone crack 
failure. Ji et. al. (1998) studied the damage probability of outer ply due to steel ball 
impact in LAG system. The damage probability was found using finite element model in 
combination with a statistical failure prediction model. Kaiser et. al. (2000) conducted 
series of experiments using sacrificial ply design for LAG to find the damage probability 
of inner ply due to 2g steel ball impact. In the case of sacrificial ply design the outer ply 
is allowed to break. Their study revealed that the thickness of inner glass ply and PVB 
has a bearing on the impact resistance of the inner glass ply. The outer ply has less effect. 
Tsai and Stewart (1976) studied the stress and deflection characteristics of large plates 
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undergoing large defections due to wind load through a series of experimental tests and 
finite element simulations on glass plates of different geometric configuration. Saxe et. 
a/. (2002) performed a series of steel ball impact tests on LAG to study their impact 
resistance. The impactor size, inner and outer glazing as well as type of inner glass ply 
were varied. They listed different components of the laminated glazing on the order of 
their importance to impact resistance and inner glass ply type and its thickness were 
found critical. 
Earlier studies involved studying the response of architectural glazing either with 
wind or debris impact separately. Also, among debris impact, extensive studies have 
been done to study the response of architectural glazing to small missile impact as against 
large missile impact. Limited study of large missile impact is restricted to laminated glass 
of circular plate configuration (Yu, 2002). Since rectangular plate is the commonly used 
glazing configuration, this configuration is adopted in this study. The objectives of the 
proposed research involve studying the response of rectangular architectural glazing 
under the combination of wind and debris impact. The study was done by varying the 
geometric and material parameters to aid us in understanding the optimum configuration 
for impact resistance. Glathart and Preston (1968) and Dharani et a/. (2005) have already 
shown for small and large missile impact respectively, that the critical area for fracture is 
the bottom center of the glazing panel. This will be our area of interest for this study. 
Impact problem description 
Windborne debris, as per ASCE building codes (ASCE, 2006), have been 
classified into two categories based on its mass and elastic modulus properties with 
respect to the glass. One is the small hard missile, which represents the roof gravel and 
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another is large soft missile which represents timber from buildings and trees. Small 
missile impact is of concern at typical building elevation(> 30 ft (9.1 m)) where as for 
large missile it is at(< 30ft (9.1 m)). As per ASTM standard E1886 (ASTM, 2005), 2 g 
(0.004 lb) steel ball is chosen as a representative of small missile with an impact velocity 
of 39.62m/s. From ASTM standard E1996 (ASTM, 2008), three large missile types are 
recommended. The missile configuration is as specified in Table 1. The wind load 
calculated for the small and large missile impact is based on the maximum wind speed 
and the type of area or surroundings. A wind speed of around 130 mph is considered and 
the area is assumed to be dotted with public utility facilities. For the large missile, a 
circular cross-section is used as against rectangular cross section specified in the 
standards. In case of large missile with rectangular cross section, the problem has to be 
analyzed for different orientations in the plane of glass. Hence, to simplify the analysis, a 
circular cross section is chosen as it is symmetrical about the length axis of the missile. 
Large missiles, having both flat and round impacting end is studied. 
The schematic of the rectangular laminated architectural glass panels under wind 
and missile impact is illustrated in figure 1. The missiles or windborne debris impacts 
normally at a velocity Yo onto the laminated plate. The laminated plate is comprised of 
two soda lime glass with PVB interlayer. The outside glass ply has a thickness ho, inside 
glass ply with thickness hi and PVB interlayer hp. The glazing is assumed to be simply 
supported. The loading system involves the wind load and the impact due to the wind 
borne debris. The wind load is modeled as uniform static load. The loading is done 
sequentially with static wind load followed by the debris impact load. Ghrib and Tinawi 
(1995), in their study of seismic analysis of concrete gravity dams, first analyzed the 
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response of dam due to its self weight and hydrostatic pressure of the reservoir on the 
upstream wall prior to earthquake excitation. Similar method is adopted here. The 
interlayer bond is assumed to be perfect with no de-bonding or slipping during impact. 
Material models 
The basic governing equations for this problem are given in ABAQUS (Simulia, 
2008), and hence not listed here. In general, the stress tensor for the impact problem is 
computed as the sum of deviatoric and volumetric components 
(1) 
where O"ij is the stress tensor, Sij is the deviatoric stress tensor, p = - crkk /3 is the pressure 
and bij is the Kronecker delta. 
The glass plies and small missile (steel ball) are modeled as isotropic, linear 
elastic whereas the large missile (wooden cylinder) is modeled as orthotropic and linear 
elastic. The deviatoric and volumetric behavior are given by 
S··= [ EuEu + ] b·· + EEij 
IJ (l+u)(l-2u) p IJ l+v 
-EEv 
p = 3(1-2v) 
(2) 
(3) 
where E is Young's modulus, Eij is the strain tensor, u is Poisson's ratio and Eu(=ekk) is 
the volumetric strain. 
The PVB interlayer was modeled as linear-viscoelastic in the earlier study [3] of 
laminated glazing. 
Most recent work on laminated glazing (Wei and Dharani, 2005) has shown that 
PVB can be modeled as linear elastic by using the short term shear modulus Go and bulk 
modulus, K to give the elastic constants 
E = 9KG0 
p 3K+G0 ' 
3K-2G0 v = __ .=. 
p 6K+2G0 
where, Ep is PVB Young's modulus and Vp is PVB Poisson ratio. 
In the present work, PVB is modeled as linear elastic. 
Design wind pressure 
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(4) 
The ASCE standards (ASCE, 2006) provide three methods to calculate the design 
loads, a simplified procedure, an analytical procedure and wind tunnel procedure. In the 
simplified procedure, the values are directly plugged from standard tables which do not 
require computations as in the case of analytical procedure. It is applicable for low rise 
buildings only. For analytical procedure, buildings of regular shape are a requirement. If 
the buildings are of unusual shapes, which warrant accurate testing for wind loads, wind 
tunnel procedure is used. Here, we use the analytical procedure to find the design 
pressure wind load. The design wind pressure (ASCE, 2006) is given by 
(5) 
where q = pressure at height above the ground 
G = Gust factor 
Cp = pressure co-efficient 
The left hand side term in the above equation refers to external wind pressure acting on 
the glazing. The right term refers to pressure inside the building and is taken zero. The 
gust effect factor accounts for the loading effects in the wind direction due to wind 
turbulence structure interaction. 
Velocity pressure (ASCE, 2006), q 
q = 0.00256 Kz V2 I (6) 
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where Kz = velocity pressure coefficient 
V = velocity of wind 
I = Importance factor 
The Importance factor accounts for the degree of hazard to human life and damage to 
property. The pressure coefficient denotes the actual loading on each surface of the 
building as a function of wind direction. 
Finite Element Modeling 
The problem is simulated in finite element code ABAQUS (Simulia, 2008). The 
dynamic problem is solved numerically using ABAQUS EXPLICIT with automatic time 
incrementation and with contact surfaces defined to prevent penetration. The quarter of 
the laminated glass panel is studied due to x-axis and y-axis symmetry. The mesh is 
varied to check for convergence of the maximum principal stress at the bottom center of 
the laminated glazing which is point of interest in this study. The optimized mesh has 12 
elements through the thickness of the laminated glass panel with five each for glass 
panels and two for PVB interlayer and 100 x 70 elements along x-y plane across all 
layers in the laminated glazing. The meshing is biased, that is the mesh becomes fine 
towards the center of the panel which is the impact area. The mesh also progressively 
becomes finer along the thickness towards the top and bottom layer. No biased meshing 
is used for PVB along thickness. Surface to surface contact is defined at the impact area 
between the missile and the top layer to prevent node penetration. Contact between the 
two layers is enforced by using kinematic contact algorithm which ensures no penetration 
of missile into glazing. The laminated glazing is modeled using eight-node linear brick 
solid elements (C3D8I) with full integration and no hour glass modes. The missiles are 
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modeled using eight-node linear brick solid elements (C3D8R) with reduced integration 
and hourglass control. These elements define bending accurately. The static analysis is 
initially done using ABAQUS STANDARD to model the static wind load. The analysis 
is continued in ABAQUS EXPLICIT to model the debris impact with the wind load still 
applied to the glazing for the duration of impact. The IMPORT option is used to transfer 
the stresses and displacements at the end of static analysis to the dynamic analysis step. 
The baseline data used in this study is listed in Table 1. The quarter symmetry meshed 
models are shown in figure 2. 
Results and Discussion 
Figures 3-5 show the time history plots of maximum principal stress ( cr1) for 
bottom center of the inside glass panel of the laminated glazing for small missile and 
large missile with round and flat ends is shown. The plot shows time history plots of 
maximum principal stress for different values of short term shear modulus of PVB. The 
PVB being assumed as linear-elastic, from equation 6, it is seen that the value ofYoung's 
modulus increases with increase in short term shear modulus. With higher stiffuess, the 
stress response is lower with increase in the short term shear modulus. This is typical for 
all the cases studied here. The maximum peak stress for small missile reaches around 1 0-
15f.ls after initial impact with glazing. In case of large missile it takes around 1.5-2ms for 
both end configurations. Looking at the stress history profile, it is observed that the 
stresses do not start at origin (0, 0) but at some offset. This initial stress value represents 
the stresses due to design static wind pressure which was calculated according to ASCE 
standards (ASCE, 2006) and as explained in the previous section. 
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The effect of inside and outside glass ply thickness on maximum principal stress 
is shown in Figures 6-8. Here, the plots are generated by varying the outside or inside 
ply thickness but maintaining other parameters at baseline values. As expected, higher 
stresses is seen upon reducing thickness but drop in stresses upon adding thickness to 
inside or outside ply. It is interesting to note that stresses for small missile and large 
missile with round end is higher when the outside ply thickness is reduced than in the 
case of large missile with flat end where the stresses are high upon reducing the inside 
ply thickness. This difference is attributable to the type of load small missile and large 
missile with round end imparts, which is concentrated and large missile with flat end 
which is distributed load. 
Figures 9-11 show the effect of PVB interlayer thickness on the maximum 
principal stress at three different values of PVB bulk modulus. Overall, the trend is 
reduction in maximum principal stresses upon increasing PVB thickness. The effect of 
bulk modulus is more pronounced in case of small missile impact than large missile. The 
large missile with flat end is insensitive to variation ofbulk modulus values. 
Figures 12-14 show the effect ofPVB material parameters on maximum principal 
stress. The material parameters have been normalized with respect to the baseline values. 
Here, PVB being considered linear elastic, only short time shear modulus and bulk 
modulus is considered for the calculation of Young's modulus and poisson's ratio. The 
effect of bulk modulus is more pronounced in case of small missile impact than large 
missile with round end. There seems to be no effect on large missile with flat end. The 
effect of short term shear modulus is seen in both small missile and large missile with 
round end clearly where as for large missile with flat end; it is sensitive only at lower 
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order magnitudes. In case of small missile impact, for better impact resistance, it is better 
to have properties of bulk modulus and short-time shear modulus having two orders of 
magnitude lower than baseline case. 
Wei et a/. [2006] had studied the stress distribution through the thickness of 
laminated glazing for a blast load impact. In their study, it was observed that the stress 
distribution on the top and bottom glass are parallel but not collinear for low values of Go 
but becomes collinear as the Go value increases. Similar study was done here. Figures 15-
17 show the stress distribution along the center of laminated glazing for the small missile 
impact and the large missile with round and flat end configuration. Though the stress 
distribution is not linear through the thickness of inner and outer glass plies, a parallel 
offset between the stress distribution in top and bottom glass layers for low values of Go 
is observed. It is interesting to observe that stress distribution in inner and outer glass ply 
for large missile with flat end configuration becomes collinear earlier than large missile 
with round end and small missile for values of G0 • 
Figure 18 shows the effect of density of debris on the principal stress at the 
bottom of the inner ply of laminated glazing. The normalization was done with respect to 
baseline mass density. The density range considered for small missile is between 2660 
kg/m3 (granite) to 17000 kg/m3 (tungsten). In case of large missile, which is wood, the 
density varies between 200kg/m3 to 1100 kg/m3. For a completely elastic impact, the 
maximum interface force and hence the maximum expected stress is proportional to P315• 
From the power law fit equations in the figure, we can see that the small missile closely 
conforms to elastic impact where as large missile does not. 
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Conclusion 
The stress response of laminated architectural glazing due to combined wind 
and debris impact is studied. Material and geometric parameters of the laminated glazing 
is varied and its response is observed for small and large missile impacts with wind load. 
It is observed that the wind load is quite significant for small missile impact than in case 
of large missile. The observation is consistent with earlier work done with small missile 
impact only. It is interesting to note the similarity between small missile response and 
that of large missile with round end due to similar nature of loading imparted on the 
laminated glazing. This work is a precursor for study of failure probability of inner ply 








= stress tensor 
= deviatoric stress tensor 
=pressure 
= kronecker delta 
= strain tensor 
= deviatoric strain rate 
= stress relaxation modulus 
= short term shear modulus 
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Goo = long term shear modulus and 
p = decay constant 
q = pressure at height above the ground 
G = Gust factor 
Cp = pressure co-efficient 
Kz = velocity pressure co-efficient 
v = velocity of wind 
I = Importance factor 
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Table 1. Baseline data 
Glass 
PVB 
Steel ball [2g] 






Parameters and Properties 
E = 72 GPa, p = 2500 kg!m3, v = 0.25 
Go= 1 GPa, Goo= 0.69 MPa, p = 1100 kg/m3, f3 = 12.6 
s-1 , E = 2.5714 GPa, v = 0.2857 
E = 200 GPa, v = 0.29, p = 7800 kglm3 
Er = 1 GPa, Ee = 737 MPa, Ez = 14.74 GPa, vre = 0.39, 
Vez = 0.036, Vzr = 0.029 
Gre = 103.2 MPa, Gez = 943.4 MPa, Gzr = 1.15 GPa 
Steel ball: 39.6 rn!s; Wooden cylinder: 12.19 rn!s 
Panel area: Length= 1.55 m; breadth= 1.1m 
Inner ply thickness, hi = 4. 76 mm 
Outer ply thickness, ho = 4.76 mm 
PVB interlayer thickness, hp = 1.52 mm 
Steel ball: R = 3.96875 mm 
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Figure 1. Schematic of Y -Z plane cross-section of laminated glazing with different 
missile types impacting it: a) 3-D profile of laminated glazing; b) small missile; 
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Figure 13. Effect ofPVB properties on Maximum Principal Stress for large missile 
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Figure 15. Maximum Principal Stress distribution through thickness at the center of 
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ABSTRACT: 
Wind and missile impact are the two primary mechanisms which result in window 
glazing damage during hurricanes. A damage mechanics approach is adopted here to 
study the damage and impact resistance of laminated architectural glazing to combined 
loading of wind and windborne debris impact. Here a Continuum Damage Mechanics 
(CDM) model which is an anisotropic elastic damage model with a linear damage 
evolution law is incorporated in an axisymmetric finite element model. Small-hard and 
large-soft missiles are considered as wind-borne debris in this study. A damage analysis 
involving different geometric configurations of the laminated glass is conducted. 
KEY WORDS: wind, wind-borne debris, laminated architectural glazing, continuum 
damage mechanics (CDM) 




Building fac;:ade is highly vulnerable to wind and windbome debris during 
hurricanes resulting in costly damage to the interiors of the building. Laminated glazing 
has been widely used in architectural applications not just because of its impact resistance 
but also because it maintains the integrity of the building envelope by holding on to the 
broken glass shard in the PVB thus preventing injury to people and also damage to 
property. 
Several researchers have already worked on the impact of wind and debris acting 
separately on the glazing. Flocker and Dharani (1997) simulated the low velocity, small 
missile impact on laminated architectural glazing (LAG). The response of the LAG to 
different PVB properties and geometry of the glazing is studied to find the optimum LAG 
configuration. Vallabhan and Chao (1985) studied the stresses and displacements 
developed in window glass systems of different aspect ratio which are subjected to static 
wind load. An iterative procedure was developed which incorporated non-dimensional 
curves relating central deflections, maximum principal stresses and lateral design wind 
pressures. Duser eta/. (1999) conducted a stress analysis and failure probability analysis 
of laminated glazing subjected to uniform lateral pressure. Dharani et. a/. (2004) 
developed an analytical model to predict the cumulative probability of damage of inner 
glass ply due to small missile impact. The outer ply is modeled as a sacrificial ply and a 
subroutine is incorporated in the finite element code for it to fail by Hertzian cone crack 
failure. Ji eta/. (1998) studied the damage probability of outer ply due to steel ball impact 
in LAG system. The damage probability was found using finite element model in 
combination with a statistical failure prediction model. They found that damage was 
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independent of glass ply thickness and PVB thickness. Kaiser et al. (2000) conducted 
series of experiments using sacrificial ply design for LAG to find the damage probability 
of inner ply due to 2g steel ball impact. In the case of sacrificial ply design the outer ply 
is allowed to break. Their study revealed that the thickness of inner glass ply and PVB 
has a bearing on the impact resistance of the inner glass ply. The outer ply has less effect. 
Tsai and Stewart (1976) studied the stress and deflection characteristics of large plates 
undergoing large defections due to wind load through series of experimental tests and 
finite element simulations on glass plates of different geometric configuration. Saxe et al. 
(2002) performed a series of steel ball impact tests on LAG to study their impact 
resistance. The impactor size, inner and outer glazing as well as type of inner glass ply 
were varied. They listed different components of the laminated glazing on the order of 
their importance to impact resistance and inner glass ply type and its thickness were 
found critical. Though lot of work has been done to study the behavior of laminated glass 
due to wind and small missile impact, no published literature has been found on the 
impact behavior of laminated glazing due to large-soft missile. Experimental work in this 
area has been restricted to Fail/No fail study. 
Statistical failure models in conjunction with Finite element model and 
experiments have been used to predict the damage probability of impact and non-impact 
side of glazing. But recently, researchers have used the Continuum Damage Mechanics 
(CDM) principle to predict the damage pattern and zone size due to impact on glazing. 
CDM, first introduced by Kachanov (1958), is a continuous measure of the state of 
internal stiffness degradation of a material. It describes the coupling effect of damage and 
stress-strain behavior of a material. Damage is taken into account by introducing the 
---------------------------------------
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damage variables into the constitutive equations of the continuum. This model describes 
the damage in an average sense instead of describing the fine details of micro-defect and 
macro-crack patterns. Sun and Khaleel (2004) developed an anisotropic elastic damage 
model with a linear damage evolution law to study the static indentation damage in soda 
lime glass. The damage pattern and zone size were predicted for both loading and 
unloading cycle and they agreed well with the experimental results. Sun et al. (2000) 
used this model to study the damage due to stone impact on windshield for different 
windshield curvatures and thickness. By studying the damage zone size and pattern, they 
suggested an optimum configuration windshield design. More recently Zhao et al. (2006, 
2008) used the model to study the damage in windshield due to head impact and also the 
blast load on architectural glazing. 
In this study, on the same lines, the above CDM model is used to study the 
damage and impact resistance in laminated architectural glazing. 
CONTINUUM DAMAGE MECHANICS (CDM) MODEL 
The CDM model developed for soda-lime glass by Sun and Khaleel (2004) is 
adopted here. It is an anisotropic elastic model with linear damage evolution law used to 
model the damage due to cracking of laminated glass. The constitutive equation is 
modified by introducing a damage tensor Dij which models the material nonlinearity due 
to the deformation process (Sun and Khaleel, 2004). The constitutive relationship of the 
material is thus expressed as (Sun and Khaleel, 2004): 
aij = {[ Ki}kz] + [ Ki~kl]} · { ekz} (1) 
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where the stiffness matrix is divided into two parts with [ Kifkl] representing the matrix of 
undamaged material and [ Ki~kl] represents the added influence of damage. The matrix 
components are given by (Sun and Khaleel, 2004): 
(2) 
(3) 
where 'A and ).l are the Lame constants for glass and is written in terms of Young's 
modulus, E and Poisson's ratio, u as: 
Ev E i1. = and J.L = (1 +v)(1-2v) 2(1+v) (4) 
Damage parameters C1 and C2 are defined such that the axial stress equals to zero 
when the damage component D11 approaches 1.0 in a uniaxial tension test (Karr and 
Choi, 1989; Sun and Karr, 1996). This condition and in addition to equations [1 - 3] gives 
(5) 
This damage tensor defined above represents the two modes of damage as per the 
definition of fracture mechanics. One is that due to the principal normal stress resulting in 
the opening mode of failure (mode I) and the other due to maximum shear stress 
components (mode II). 
Damage due to Principal Stress 
The damage components due to normal principal stress are assumed to follow a 
simple linear damage evolution law in which opening mode damage is linearly related to 
the corresponding tensile stress component in a certain stress range above the threshold 
of damage (Sun and Khaleel, 2004), 
0, 
Ui-Uthreshold 
' U crit -u threshold 
1, 
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(Jthreshold < (Ji < acrit• i = 1,2,3 (6) 
The following evolution law is applicable to the damage caused by the maximum 





Here i ;z:j and i, j = 1, 2, 3 
aii :::;; athreshotd• or max(aa > 0 
athreshold < ai < acrit• and max(aa < 0 (7) 
O"crit and O"threshold should be determined experimentally. For the small missile case 
the threshold and critical stress values are adopted from Sun et a/. [2000] which is O"crit = 
-372 MPa and O"threshold = 23 MPa. But for large missile impact there is no published data 
available. Bouzid et al. (2001) showed that the critical stress to failure is proportional to 
the time to failure. The time span involved in case of large missiles is in the order of 
milliseconds as against microseconds in case of small missiles. Hence it is obvious that 
the critical stress is far less in magnitude as compared to small missile impact. Here we 
adopt a conservative value of critical stress, O"crit = 100 MPa which is the static tensile 
strength of the glass. 
The magnitude of damage tensor in the ij direction represents the degree of 
damage in that direction for a given material point. Initially, the material is assumed to 
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be defect free with a damage tensor value ofO.O (virgin state) with the values changing to 
1.0 representing a fully damaged state. The cracking and damage process being 
irreversible, the component damage tensor for a material point at the nth time increment 
is determined by (Sun and Khaleel, 2004), 
Dij =max (Du,Du- 1 ) (8) 
where nand n-1 represent the nth and the (n-l)th time increment ofthe analysis. 
IMPACT PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 
Windbome debris, as per ASCE building codes (ASCE, 2006), has been classified 
into two categories based on its mass and elastic modulus properties with respect to the 
glass. One is the small hard missile, which represents the roof gravel and another is large 
soft missile which represents timber from buildings and trees. Small missile impact is of 
concern at typical building elevation(< 30ft [9.1 m]) where as for large missile it is at(> 
30ft [9.1 m]). As per ASTM standard E1886 (ASTM, 2005), 2 g (0.004 lb) steel ball is 
chosen as a representative of small missile with an impact velocity of 39.62m/s. From 
ASTM standard E1996 (ASTM, 2008), three large missile types are recommended. The 
missile configuration is as specified in Table 1. The wind load calculated for the small 
and large missile impact is based on the maximum wind speed and the type of area or 
surroundings. A wind speed of around 130 mph is considered and the area is assumed to 
be dotted with public utility facilities. For the large missile, a circular cross-section is 
used as against rectangular cross section specified in the standards. In case of large 
missile with rectangular cross section, the problem has to be analyzed for different 
orientations in the plane of glass. Hence, to simplify the analysis, a circular cross section 
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is chosen as it is symmetrical about the length axis of the missile. The large missile 
having both flat and round impacting end is studied. 
The schematic of the rectangular laminated architectural glass panels under wind 
and missile impact is illustrated in figure 1. The missiles or windbome debris impacts 
normally at a velocity V o onto the laminated plate. The laminated plate is comprised of 
two soda lime glass with PVB interlayer. The outside glass ply has a thickness ho, inside 
glass ply with thickness hi and PVB interlayer hp. The glazing is assumed to be simply 
supported. The loading system involves the wind load and the impact due to the wind 
borne debris. The wind load is modeled as uniform static load. The loading is done 
sequentially with static wind load followed by the debris impact load. Ghrib and Tinawi 
(1995), in their study of seismic analysis of concrete gravity dams, first analyzed the 
response of dam due to its self weight and hydrostatic pressure of the reservoir on the 
upstream wall prior to earthquake excitation. Similar method is adopted here. The 
interlayer bond is assumed to be perfect with no de-bonding or slipping during impact. 
Material Models 
In general, the stress tensor for the impact problem is computed as the sum of 
deviatoric and volumetric components 
(9) 
where O"ij is the stress tensor, Sij is the deviatoric stress tensor, p = - crkk /3 is the pressure 
and ~ij is the kronecker delta. 
The glass plies and small missile (steel ball) are modeled as isotropic, linear 
elastic whereas the large missile (wooden cylinder) is modeled as orthotropic and linear 
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elastic to incorporate the directional properties of wood. The deviatoric and volumetric 
behavior ar~ given by 
S _ [ EuEu + ] () EEij 
ij- (l+u)(l-2u) p ij + lli 
-Ecv 
p = 3(1-2v) 
(10) 
(11) 
where E is Young's modulus, Eij is the strain tensor, u is Poisson's ratio and Eu(=ekk) is 
the volumetric strain. 
The PVB interlayer was modeled as linear-viscoelastic in the earlier study [1] of 
laminated glazing. 
Most recent work on laminated glazing (Wei and Dharani, 2005) has shown that 
PVB can be modeled as linear elastic by using the short term shear modulus Go and bulk 
modulus, K to give the elastic constants 
E = 9KG0 V = 3K-2G0 
p 3K+G0 ' p 6K+2G0 
(12) 
where, Ep is PVB Young's modulus and Vp is PVB Poisson ratio. 
In the present work, PVB is modeled as linear elastic. 
Design Wind Pressure 
The ASCE standards (ASCE, 2006) provide three methods to calculate the design 
loads, a simplified procedure, an analytical procedure and wind tunnel procedure. In the 
simplified procedure, the values are directly plugged from standard tables which do not 
require computations as in the case of analytical procedure. It is applicable for low rise 
buildings only. For analytical procedure, buildings of regular shape are a requirement. If 
the buildings are of unusual shapes, which warrant accurate testing for wind loads, wind 
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tunnel procedure is used. Here, we use the analytical procedure to find the design 
pressure wind load. The design wind pressure (ASCE, 2006) is given by 
P = q G Cp - qi(G Cpi) 
where q = pressure at height above the ground 
G = Gust factor 
Cp = pressure co-efficient 
(13) 
The left hand side term in the above equation refers to external wind pressure acting on 
the glazing. The right term refers to pressure inside the building and is taken zero. The 
gust effect factor accounts for the loading effects in the wind direction due to wind 
turbulence structure interaction. 
Velocity Pressure (ASCE, 2006), q 
q = 0.00256 Kz V2 I (14) 
where Kz = velocity pressure co-efficient 
V = velocity of wind 
I = Importance factor 
The Importance factor accounts for the degree of hazard to human life and 
damage to property. The pressure co-efficient denotes the actual loading on each surface 
of the building as a function of wind direction. 
Computational Model 
The wind and debris impact on laminated glass is modeled as a 2-D axisymmetric 
problem. The static analysis is initially done using ABAQUS STANDARD (ABAQUS, 
2008) to model the static wind load. The IMPORT option is used to transfer the stresses 
and displacements of the laminated glazing at the end of static analysis to the dynamic 
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analysis step in which the wind-borne debris impact is simulated. The dynamic problem 
is studied numerically using finite element code ABAQUS EXPLICIT (ABAQUS, 2008) 
with automatic time incrementation and with contact surfaces defined to prevent 
penetration. Mesh convergence study is implemented resulting in finer mesh in the 
vicinity of impact to better capture the impact response. The laminated glazing and the 
missiles are modeled using four-node bilinear axisymmetric elements (CAX4R). The 
optimized mesh has 603 84 elements in total for glass and PVB in the laminated glazing. 
Surface to surface contact is defined at the impact area between the missile and the top 
layer to prevent node penetration. Contact between the two layers is enforced by using 
kinematic contact algorithm which ensures no penetration of missile into glazing. The 
CDM model is developed as a fortran subroutine (VUMAT) and interfaced with the 
ABAQUS code to simulate the constitutive behavior of glass. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The baseline data used in this study is listed in Table 1. Figure 1 shows the names 
of different surfaces in the laminated glazing. These surfaces will be referred to 
throughout this section to explain the damage on it. Surface 1 (S 1) represents the impact 
surface and surface 4 (S4) represents the non-impact surface. Figure 2 shows the 
cracking mechanisms and the stresses causing it. There are primarily three mechanisms 
of damage. They are one, Web-shaped damage (D11), which is caused by the radial stress 
(crt). When this stress exceeds the critical value, it results in circumferential crack or 
web-shaped crack. Two, Star-shaped crack (D33) which is caused by the circumferential 
stress ( cr3). A tensile stress, 0"3 above the critical value will lead to radial crack or star-
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shaped crack. The above two are commonly observed in typical glass damage due to 
impact. And the last mechanism of damage is the Shear damage (D12). This is caused by 
shear stress cr12 under a confining compressive stress state. Knight et al. (1977) have 
shown that a plastic deformation occurs below the impactor when shear stress exceeds 
the yield stress and in case of brittle materials crushing is observed. 
Figure 3-5 shows the contour plot of damage in laminated glass due to wind and 
windbome debris for the baseline data. The figures are scaled in ABAQUS CAE, the 
pre/post-processor, for better viewing. Due to scaling, the laminated glazing picture looks 
bit curved. The color variation from red to blue represents the damage value changing 
from 0.0 (undamaged) to 1.0 (fully damaged with visible crack). In order to be consistent 
with both the loading cases, the damage is observed at the maximum position of the 
loading cycle. Damage due to small missile is seen in Figure 3 and Figures 4-5 shows the 
damage due to large missile with round and flat end configuration. For the small missile 
impact, the damage is localized at the impact area just below the impactor with most 
damage restricted to impact ply only. Surface 1 has the maximum value for both damage 
variables Dn and D33. It is observed that D33 has a larger area compared to D11 on surface 
2. This observation is consistent with many experimental tests. D12 does not seem 
prominent for the baseline case shown here. In contrast, for large missiles, most damage 
is seen in the non-impact side of the ply with less damage at the impact zone. The web 
shaped damage and star-shaped damage has higher values on the non-impact surface, S4 
with the area for D33 greater than D11 • This observation is again consistent with the earlier 
observation on float glass (Zhao et al., 2006). The shear damage D12 due to confined 
compressive stress is concentrated on surface 1, S 1 on the impact ply. 
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Figures 6 show the damage variables for small missile impact. A total damage 
(1.0) is observed at the impact area on surface 1 (Sl) for both D,, and D33 which means 
that there are visible web-shaped and star-shaped crack on the surface for a radius of 1-
2mm from the center. The maximum value of damage on surface 2 (S2) and surface 4 
(S4) are around 0.7 and hence the damage is partial and thus the cracks are not visible. 
Figures 7 and 8 show the damage variables D 11 and D33 for surface 2 (S2) and surface 4 
(S4) for large missile having round and flat end configuration. The damage pattern seem 
similar for both cases with the damage on surface 4 (S4) being slightly higher in case of 
flat end configuration than the round end configuration. In both the cases, we observe that 
there are higher values of web-shaped damage on surface 4 (S4). 
For the small missile impact, the impact surface (S 1) is critical and the failure is 
initiated on that surface whereas for large missile the non-impact surface (S4) is critical 
surface for failure. However, for small missile impact the failure surface can be S 1 or S4 
depending on the glazing thickness. From Fig. 3, S1 is the critical surface for the glass 
configuration considered in this study. Though S 1 is the critical surface for small missile 
impact, the damage on S 1 is found to be independent of PVB thickness and very weakly 
dependent on glass ply thickness. This observation supports the earlier study (Ji et al., 
1998) on low velocity small missile impact on laminated glazing. Hence for the 
parametric study in the subsequent sections, we consider the next critical surface, S2 as 
the reference critical surface. The effect of variation of parameters of the glazing on the 
critical surface for each debris (missile) type is studied using the damage variables D11 
and D33. 
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Parametric Study- PVB Interlayer Thickness: 
The study involved comparing the damage of laminated glazing for different PVB 
thickness: 0.76mm, 1.52mm and 2.28mm and the damage variables Dll and D33 are 
noted for surface S2 for small missile and surface S4 for large missile. In case of small 
missile (refer Fig. 9-1 0), change in PVB thickness has no significant effect on the damage 
variables on surface S2. But for large missile (refer Fig. 11-14) with both round and flat 
end configurations the damage on surface S4 is similar and there is considerable 
difference in web-shaped damage (D11) between 0.76mm and 2.28mm thickness. A 
difference of up to 40mm in radial damage exists between the two thicknesses. However, 
no effect on star-shaped damage (D33) is observed. 
Parametric Study- Glass Ply Thickness: 
The baseline case studied here is a symmetric glazing (ho = hi) where both the 
glass panel in the laminated glazing is of equal thickness. It is common to find 
asymmetric glazing (ho ~hi) in architectural applications. In order to study the response 
of asymmetric glazing, the thickness of inner and outer ply is increased fifty percent 
above and below the baseline thickness and hence we have four different cases: (i) ho = 
2.38mm, hi= 4.76mm (ii) ho = 7.14mm, hi= 4.76mm (iii) ho = 4.76mm, hi= 2.38mm (iv) 
ho = 4.76mm, hi= 7.14mm are considered. For the small missile (refer Fig. 15-16), on 
surface S2, damage variables D11 and D33 are a maximum when the outer thickness is 
decreased. D11 and D3 are less and close to baseline case when the inner ply thickness is 
decreased. Increasing the thickness of inner ply has no effect on damage whereas 
decreasing the thickness does not result in considerable increase in damage values. 
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Damage can be decreased considerably by increasing the outer ply thickness but at the 
cost of increasing the weight of glazing. Hence for optimum design where weight is a 
consideration, the inner ply thickness can be reduced. For large missile (refer Fig. 17-20), 
the damage response for both round and flat end configuration is similar. The damage 
variables, D11 and D33 on surface S4 are same when the thickness is increased for either 
inner or outer ply where as upon decreasing the thickness, reduction in outer ply 
thickness has slightly less damage on S4 as against reducing the inner ply. Hence when 
weight reduction is required. outer ply should be chosen for the same. 
Parametric Study - Panel Area: 
The effect of panel area IS studied by companng the panel with baseline 
dimension (L = 740mm radius) with the one having half the area (L = 370mm radius) of 
baseline dimension (refer Fig. 21-23). Damage variables Dn and D33 on surface S2 is 
observed for small missile and S4 for large missile impact respectively. For small missile 
case, the combined wind and debris impact has the same effect for different area of panel. 
For the large missile case, it is seen that panel with small area has proportionally more 
damage than with larger one. This is because the contact force required inducing damage 
increases with the area of panel because the flexibility of the panel decreases with area of 




An anisotropic elastic damage model with linear damage evolution law is used 
with finite element analysis to capture the damage pattern and zone size of laminated 
glass panel impacted by combined wind and debris loads. The PVB thickness had no 
effect on damage for small missile impact but the web-shaped damage for large missile 
impact did increase with decreasing PVB thickness. For optimal design, when weight 
reduction is required, decreasing the inner ply for small missile and decreasing the outer 
ply for large missile impact is advised. The damage decreases upon increasing the area of 
the glass panel for large missile but has no effect for small missile impact. In this study, 
the glass panels were assumed to be new and free of any defects. Future study could be 








=Stiffness matrix without damage 
=Stiffness matrix with added influence of damage 
= Damage components 
= Damage parameters 




= Threshold stress 
= stress tensor 
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sij = deviatoric stress tensor 
p =pressure 
bij =kronecker delta 
Eij = strain tensor 
eij = deviatoric strain rate 
G(t) = stress relaxation modulus 
Go = short term shear modulus 
Goo = long term shear modulus and 
f3 =decay constant 
q = pressure at height above the ground 
G = Gust factor 
Cp = pressure co-efficient 
Kz = velocity pressure co-efficient 
v = velocity of wind 
I = Importance factor 
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Table 1. Baseline data 
Glass 
PVB 
Steel ball [2g] 
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Parameters and Properties 
E = 72 GPa, p = 2500 kg/m , v = 0.25 
Go= 1 GPa, Goo= 0.69 MPa, p = 1100 kg!m3, fJ = 12.6 s-1 , 
E = 2.5714 GPa, v = 0.2857 
E = 200 GPa, v = 0.29, p = 7800 kg/m3 
Wooden cylinder [2050g] Er = 1 GPa, Ee = 737 MPa, Ez = 14.74 GPa, Vre = 0.39, Vez = 





Steel ball: 39.6 m/s; Wooden cylinder: 24.4 m/s 
Panel area: Radius= 0.74 m 
Inner ply thickness, hi = 4. 76 mm 
Outer ply thickness, h0 = 4.76 mm 
PVB interlayer thickness, hp = 1.52 mm 
Steel ball: R = 3.96875 mm 




Wind Surface# I (Sl) 
hp, PVB 
hi , Inside glass 
Surface# 3 (S3) 
Surface # 4 (S4) 
2R 








Figure 1. Schematic of different missile types impacting on circular laminated glazing: 
a) small missile; b) large missile with round impacting end; c) large missile 







Figure 2. Schematic of crack patterns on the glass surface and the stresses causing it: 
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Figure 3. Contour plots of damage in laminated glass at 8.4 )..LS after impact for small 
missile impact: (a) web-shaped damage D 11 ; (b) star-shaped damage D33 ; 
(c) shear damage D 12 
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Figure 4. Contour plots of damage in laminated glass at 3.4 ms after impact for large 
missile with round end configuration: (a) web-shaped damage Drr; 
(b) star-shaped damage D33; (c) shear damage D12 
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Figure 5. Contour plots of damage in laminated glass at 3.3 ms after impact for 
large missile with flat end configuration: (a) web-shaped damage Drr; 
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Figure 6. Damage variables D 11 (web-shaped) and D33 (star-shaped) at surface #1 (S 1), 
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Figure 7. Damage variables D 11 (web-shaped) and D33 (star-shaped) at surface # 2 (S2) 
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Figure 8. Damage variables D 11 (web-shaped) and D33 (star-shaped) at surface# 2 (S2) 
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Figure 9. Effect ofPVB interlayer thickness on web-shaped damage, D11 on surface #2 
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Figure 10. Effect ofPVB interlayer thickness on web-shaped damage, D33 on surface #2 
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Figure 11. Effect ofPVB interlayer thickness on web-shaped damage, D 11 on surface #4 
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Figure 12. Effect ofPVB interlayer thickness on web-shaped damage, D33 on surface #4 
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Figure 13. Effect ofPVB interlayer thickness on web-shaped damage, D 11 on surface #4 
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Figure 14. Effect ofPVB interlayer thickness on web-shaped damage, D33 on surface #4 
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Figure 20. Effect of inner and outer ply thickness on Damage variable D33 (star-shaped) 
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Figure 21. Effect of panel area on Damage variables D 11 (web-shaped), D33 (star-shaped) 
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Figure 22. Effect of panel area on Damage variables D 11 (web-shaped), D33 (star-shaped) 
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Abstract 
Building facades are vulnerable to wind and wind-borne debris during extreme 
weather conditions like hurricanes. Laminated glazing is widely used as window glazing 
material which ensures the integrity of the building interiors. Wind-borne debris has been 
classified as small-hard and large soft missiles representing small gravel to large wooden 
bars which form the debris impacting the glazing during severe storms. Here, failure of 
laminated window glazing, due to combined effect of wind and debris is studied. Stress 
analysis is done using finite element code ABAQUS. This is used in conjunction with a 
mechanics based statistical model to predict the cumulative probability of inner glass ply 
breakage in laminated glazing. 
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1. Introduction 
Laminated glazing, in recent years, has become one of the popular forms of 
window glazing for protection against hurricanes. It consists of two soda lime glass 
sandwiched between a layer of polymer like Poly Vinyl Butyral (PVB). Wiridbome 
debris combined with strong winds is main reasons for failure of glazings in the 
buildings. Monolithic glazing, being a single ply glazing breaks into dangerous shards 
upon failure, which is hazardous to humans. It also results in breaching of building 
envelope. Laminated glazing, on the other hand, holds the broken pieces of glass in its 
interlayer and also maintains the building integrity with the interlayer holding onto the 
frame. 
Extensive work has been done by researchers to study the response of 
architectural glazing impacted by wind and debris. The small missile impact response of 
laminated glazing has been studied in detail. Flocker and Dharani [1,2] conducted a stress 
analysis of laminated glazing subjected to small missile impact studying the response for 
different PVB properties and geometry of laminated architectural glazing (LAG). They 
also developed a fracture model based on Hertzian cone crack to simulate the fracture in 
outer glass ply. This model was used by Dharani et al. [3] to predict the failure of inner 
glass ply of laminated glazing with outer glass ply used as "sacrificial ply". The outer ply 
is allowed to crack and the failure probability of inner ply is determined using a 
mechanics based analytical model. The stresses are computed using finite element code 
DYNA-2D. Behr et al. [4] validated Flocker and Dharani's model for LAG subjected to 
low velocity small missile impacts. In their work, impact velocity, interlayer thickness, 
glass thickness, and glass type were varied. Dynamic strains predicted by the finite 
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element analysis were found to be in close agreement with those measured with a high 
speed strain gauge data acquisition system. Ji et al. [5] studied the probability of damage 
at the impact site in the outer glass ply of LAG subjected to low velocity small missile 
impacts. A dynamic nonlinear finite-element analysis was performed to compute the 
stress response due to impact. The cumulative damage theory, proposed by Tuler and 
Butcher [6] and the work of Brown [7] was employed to characterize the cumulative 
probability of damage to the outer glass ply in their work. It was found that the PVB 
interlayer thickness has only a negligible effect on damage to the outer glass ply when the 
impacts were made on the outer glass ply. Experimental investigation of small steel ball 
impacts on laminated glazing by Kaiser et al. [8] and Saxe et al. [9] revealed that inner 
glass ply thickness and PVB interlayer thickness are more significant from the failure of 
inner glass ply of laminated glazing. Their experimental work involved studying the 
effects of glass ply thickness, PVB interlayer thickness, impact velocity of missile, 
missile size and glass type. 
Lot of work has been done in studying the response and strength of laminated 
architectural glazing against wind and blast loads. Dharani et al. [ 1 OJ studied the failure 
probability of laminated glass panel subjected to blast loading with a three dimensional 
non-linear dynamic finite element analysis. Duser et al. [11] studied the response of 
laminated glass panels subjected to uniform lateral pressure using finite element code 
ABAQUS. The stress analysis results were combined with statistical model to find the 
probability of failure of inner surface of laminated glazing. Tsai and Stewart [12] studied 
the stress and deflection characteristics of large plates undergoing large defections due to 
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wind load through series of experimental tests and finite element simulations on glass 
plates of different geometric configuration. 
In this work, the response and failure probability of laminated glazing is studied 
against the combined impact of wind and debris impact. Earlier work dealt with wind or 
debris impact separately. Debris impact studies have been largely restricted to studying 
the response of small missile impacts. Large debris impact studies have been done for 
circular glazing [ 13]. Rectangular configuration being a very common form for window 
glazing, this configuration is adopted here. A finite element analysis is performed to find 
the stresses due to wind and debris impact. This is used in conjunction with a statistical 
model, a two-parameter Weibull distribution to describe the cumulative probability of 
failure of inner ply of laminated glazing. A parametric study involving failure probability 
of inner glass ply for different geometry of laminated glazing is also performed. 
2. Failure Prediction Model 
According to Griffith's crack growth criterion, fracture ofbrittle solids occur due 
to the existence of surface flaws or cracks in the presence of a tensile stress field. In case 
of glass panels, these flaws are introduced during manufacturing process and also during 
its service life. 
A failure prediction model developed by Beason and Morgan [ 14] is adopted 
here, which relates the lateral loading and surface strength parameters 'm' and 'k'. 
Norville and Minor [15] also adopted this model in their study of failure of aged and new 
glass panels under lateral pressure loading. The strength parameters of various aged and 
new glass panels used in their study has been adopted here. It is listed in Table 2. These 
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strength parameters represent strength characteristics of the plate surface and can be used 
to measure deterioration in the strength of glass surfaces. They are independent of load 
duration, panel surface area and geometry. This model predicts the failure at the surface 
of the glass panel only. A two parameter Weibull distribution is used to characterize the 
cumulative probability of damage of monolithic glass panel subjected to wind and debris 
impact is given by [14, 15], 
Pf = 1- exp [-kB 0 ] (1) 
where k is the surface flaw parameter, and Bois the risk factor which is given by [14, 15], 
(2) 
where m is the surface flaw parameter and c is the biaxial stress correction factor given 
by [14, 15], 
1 
c = [;IocpCcos2 e + t..sin2 e)mde]m (3) 
where A. is the ratio of the minimum to maximum principal stresses, <p is the angle of the 




<p= tan-1 ~~min~~' 
<l"max 
if both principal stresses are positive 
(4) 
if minimum principal stress is negative 
The equivalent sixty-second constant stress is [14, 15], 
1 
GmaxCx, y) = [610 J;f O"p (x, y, t)ndt]ii (5) 
where crp (x, y, t) is the maximum principal stress at location (x, y) and time t, tf is the 
load duration and n is a surface flaw parameter. 
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3. Impact Problem Description 
Windborne debris, as per ASCE building codes [16], has been classified into two 
categories based on its mass and elastic modulus properties with respect to the glass. One 
is the small hard missile, which represents the roof gravel and another is large soft missile 
which represents timber from buildings and trees. Small missile impact is of concern at 
typical building elevation [ < 30 ft (9.1 m)] where as for large missile it is at [> 30 ft (9.1 
m)]. As per ASTM standard El886 [17], 2 g (0.004 lb) steel ball is chosen as a 
representative of small missile with an impact velocity of 39.62m/s. From ASTM 
standard El996 [18], three large missile types are recommended. The missile 
configuration is as specified in Table 1. The wind load calculated for the small and large 
missile impact is based on the maximum wind speed and the type of area or surroundings. 
A wind speed of around 130 mph is considered and the area is assumed to be dotted with 
public utility facilities. For the large missile, a circular cross-section is used as against 
rectangular cross section specified in the standards. In case of large missile with 
rectangular cross section, the problem has to be analyzed for different orientations in the 
plane of glass. Hence, to simplify the analysis, a circular cross section is chosen as it is 
symmetrical about the length axis of the missile. The large missile having both flat and 
round impacting end is studied. 
The schematic of the rectangular laminated architectural glass panels under wind 
and missile impact is illustrated in figure 1. The missiles or windborne debris impacts 
normally at a velocity V0 onto the laminated plate. The laminated plate is comprised of 
two soda lime glass with PVB interlayer. The outside glass ply has a thickness ho, inside 
glass ply with thickness hi and PVB interlayer hp. The glazing is assumed to be simply 
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supported. The loading system involves the wind load and the impact due to the wind 
borne debris. The wind load is modeled as uniform static load. The loading is done 
sequentially with static wind load followed by the debris impact load. Ghrib and Tinawi 
[19], in their study of seismic analysis of concrete gravity dams, first analyzed the 
response of dam due to its self weight and hydrostatic pressure of the reservoir on the 
upstream wall prior to earthquake excitation. Similar method is adopted here. The 
interlayer bond is assumed to be perfect with no de-bonding or slipping during impact. 
3.1. Material models 
In general, the stress tensor for the impact problem is computed as the sum of 
deviatoric and volumetric components 
(6) 
where O"ij is the stress tensor, Sij is the deviatoric stress tensor, p = - crkk /3 is the pressure 
and Oij is the kronecker delta. 
The glass plies and small missile (steel ball) are modeled as isotropic, linear 
elastic whereas the large missile (wooden cylinder) is modeled as orthotropic and linear 
elastic. The deviatoric and volumetric behavior are given by 
S··= [ EuEu + ] O·· + EEij 
IJ (I+u)(l-2u) p IJ l+v 
-EEv 
p = 3(1-2v) 
(7) 
(8) 
where E is Young's modulus, Eij is the strain tensor, u is Poisson's ratio and Eu(=ekk.) is 
the volumetric strain. 
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The PVB interlayer was modeled as linear-viscoelastic in the earlier study [ 1] of 
laminated glazing. Most recent work on laminated glazing [20] has shown that PVB can 
be modeled as linear elastic by using the short term shear modulus Go and bulk modulus, 
K to give the elastic constants 
E = 9KG0 
p 3K+G0 ' 
3K-2G0 
v = p 6K+2G0 
where, Ep is PVB Young's modulus and Vp is PVB Poisson ratio. 
In the present work, PVB is modeled as linear elastic. 
3.2. Design wind pressure 
(9) 
The ASCE standards [ 16] provide three methods to calculate the design loads, a 
simplified procedure, an analytical procedure and wind tunnel procedure. In the 
simplified procedure, the values are directly plugged from standard tables which do not 
require computations as in the case of analytical procedure. It is applicable for low rise 
buildings only. For analytical procedure, buildings of regular shape are a requirement. If 
the buildings are of unusual shapes, which warrant accurate testing for wind loads, wind 
tunnel procedure is used. Here, we use the analytical procedure to find the design 
pressure wind load. The design wind pressure [ 16] is given by 
( N/m2 ) (10) 
where q = pressure at height above the ground 
G = Gust factor 
Cp = pressure co-efficient 
The left hand side term in the above equation refers to external wind pressure acting on 
the glazing. The right term refers to pressure inside the building and is taken zero. The 
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gust effect factor accounts for the loading effects in the wind direction due to wind 
turbulence structure interaction. 
Velocity pressure [ 16], q, where 
q = 0.00256 Kz V2 I 
where Kz = velocity pressure co-efficient 
V = velocity of wind 
I = Importance factor 
(11) 
The Importance factor accounts for the degree of hazard to human life and damage to 
property. The pressure co-efficient denotes the actual loading on each surface of the 
building as a function of wind direction. 
4. Finite Element Modeling 
The problem is simulated using finite element code ABAQUS [21]. The dynamic 
problem is solved numerically using ABAQUS EXPLICIT with automatic time 
incrementation and with contact surfaces defined to prevent penetration. The quarter of 
the laminated glass panel is studied due to x-axis and y-axis symmetry. The mesh is 
varied to check for convergence of the maximum principal stress at the bottom center of 
the laminated glazing which is point of interest in this study. The optimized mesh has 12 
elements through the thickness of the laminated glass panel with five each for glass 
panels and two for PVB interlayer and 100 x 70 elements along x-y plane across all 
layers in the laminated glazing. The meshing is biased, that is mesh becomes fine towards 
the center of the panel which is the impact area. The mesh also progressively goes fine 
along the thickness towards the top and bottom layer. No biased meshing is used for PVB 
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along thickness. Surface to surface contact is defined at the impact area between the 
missile and the top layer to prevent node penetration. Contact between the two layers is 
enforced by using kinematic contact algorithm which ensures no penetration of missile 
into glazing. The laminated glazing is modeled using eight-node linear brick solid 
elements (C3D8I) with full integration and no hour glass modes. The missiles are 
modeled using eight-node linear brick solid elements (C3D8R) with reduced integration 
and hourglass control. These elements define bending accurately. The static analysis is 
initially done using ABAQUS STANDARD to model the static wind load. The analysis 
is continued in ABAQUS EXPLICIT to model the debris impact with the wind load still 
applied to the glazing for the duration of impact. The IMPORT option is used to transfer 
the stresses and displacements at the end of static analysis to the dynamic analysis step. 
The baseline data used in this study is listed in Table 1. The quarter symmetry meshed 
models are shown in figure 2. 
5. Results and Discussion 
The baseline data is listed in Table 1. The damage probability due to wind and 
debris (small-hard and large-soft) impact on laminated glazing and also parametric study 
involving the geometry of the laminated glazing is covered in this section. The Weibull 
constants m, n and k in equations 1-5 should be obtained experimentally. Since no 
experimental data is available for wind and debris impact, the constants are adopted from 
earlier work on monolithic glazing by [15]. The constant n is taken as 16 as adopted by 
previous authors [7, 14, 15]. Norville and Minor [15] obtained experimentally, series of 
m and k values for various aged and new monolithic glass panels. The aged glass panel 
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was obtained from a public school in Texas which was in service for 25 years. The new 
glass was as obtained from the manufacturer. Here it is assumed that the flaw distribution 
on the original monolithic glass panels is similar to that on the surfaces of inner and outer 
glass panels of laminated glazing. 
The biaxial correction factor has to be calculated and incorporated in equation 2 
to account for the biaxial stress distribution at the bottom of inner glass ply of laminated 
glazing. The term/.., in equation 3 is calculated similar to Dharani et al. [10]. In their work 
on blast loading of laminated glazing, they found both the principal stresses to be positive 
at the bottom layer of inner glazing. So from equation 4, they chose the angle of surface 
flaw orientation to the maximum principal stress to be <p = ~ which was adopted in 
2 
equation 3 to calculate the biaxial stress correction factor. Figures 3-5 show the time 
history plot of principal stresses at bottom center and bottom off-center of laminated 
glazing for small and large debris with wind impact. In case of small missile with wind 
impact, we see that both maximum and minimum principal stresses are positive at the 
bottom center and at the off-center. In case of large missile, the maximum and minimum 
principal stresses are positive at the bottom center where as the minimum principal stress 
is positive or close to zero. Hence <p = ~ is adopted in the study. Figures 6-8 shows the 
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cumulative probability of inner ply failure against combined wind and different velocity 
of impact of small and large (round and flat end configuration) debris. The baseline 
dimensions used in this study are listed in Table 1. One each of aged and new sample 
from Norville and Minor's [15] work is adopted here. In all the three cases, as expected, 
the aged glass panel has higher damage probability compared to the new panel. In case 
of large missile (refer figures 7 and 8), the one with round end configuration has higher 
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damage probability compared to flat end configuration. This difference can be attributed 
to the type of loading involved in case of round end configuration which is concentrated 
but distributed in case of flat end configuration. 
In the following sections a parametric study is done to analyze the role of panel 
dimensions in the failure probability of inner ply of laminated glazing. The study is done 
using a sample aged and new glass panel. Here the new glass panel considered is stronger 
than the aged glass panel for all velocities of impact with probability of failure ranging 
between 0 - 1. Figures 9-11 show the variation of cumulative probability with PVB 
thickness. The effect of PVB thickness is more significant in case of small missile impact 
as a large drop in failure is seen when the relative thickness is increased from 1.52mm to 
2.28mm. In case oflarge missile impact it is not very significant. 
The effect of inner and outer glass ply thickness on the cumulative probability of 
failure is seen in figures 12-14. In all the three cases, increasing the outer or inner glass 
ply thickness decreases the failure probability. It is significant when the thickness is 
nearly doubled. From figure 12, it is seen that increasing the outer glass ply has 
pronounced effect on the cumulative probability of failure as against the inner ply. Here 
the inner glass ply having more influence on failure probability is consistent with earlier 
observations [3, 8, 9]. From figures 13 - 14, varying the inner or outer glass ply 
thickness has similar effect on cumulative failure probability for combined wind and 
large debris impact (round and flat end configuration). 
The effect of area of laminated glazing on the cumulative probability of failure for 
small and large debris with wind load is shown in figures 18-20. As expected, we see an 
increase in probability of failure as the presence of microscopic flaws increases with 
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increase in area. For combined small debris with wind impact, the increase in failure 
probability can be attributed to the wind load acting over the whole area of the panel. The 
small debris impact is localized and increase in area does not have any effect on the 
stresses at the bottom surface of inner glass ply. 
The effect of aspect ratio on cumulative probability of failure of inner ply of 
laminated glazing due to combined wind and debris impact is studied. The thickness of 
the glass panel is maintained at baseline dimensions. The effect of aspect ratio is studied 
separately by varying the area of the panel and then keeping the area of panel constant. In 
case of small missile impact, the variation of cumulative probability of failure can be 
attributed only to the wind load due to reasons explained before. When the area is 
variable, the cumulative failure probability is lowest at an aspect ratio of two where as it 
is lowest at three when the area is kept constant. In case of large missile (both flat and 
round end configuration), the aspect ratio drops to two and remains constant for higher 
value of aspect ratio. When the area is kept constant, similar behavior is observed except 
that the failure probability increases after the minimum at aspect ratio of two. 
The effect of thickness ratio of glass ply (ratio of inner to outer ply) on failure 
probability of inner ply against combined wind and small and large debris impact is 
shown in figures 24-26. For small debris impact, the failure probability increases to reach 
a maximum at a thickness ratio of around 1.5 and goes down for higher thickness ratio. In 
case of large debris impact, thickness ratio has very minimal significance. So in cases 
where the thickness of the glazing has to be kept constant, varying inner or outer ply 
thickness should not have any bearing on failure probability with respect to each other. 
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6. Conclusions 
A mechanics based statistical model is used in conjunction with non-linear finite 
element code ABAQUS to predict the failure of inner ply of laminated glazing. We 
observe that at higher velocities of impact of small missile and large missile with round 
end configuration, the failure probability of new glass panels is higher than that of aged 
glass panels. An aspect ratio between two and three is ideal from the design perspective 
for laminated glazing against combined wind and debris impact. When the glass 
thickness is kept constant, the thickness ratio is significant for small debris impact and 
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Table 1. Baseline data 
Glass 
PVB 
Steel ball [2g] 
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Parameters and Properties 
E = 72 GPa, p = 2500 kg/m , v = 0.25 
Go= 1 GPa, K = 2 GPa, p = 1100 kg/m3, E = 2.5714 GPa, v 
= 0.2857 
E = 200 GPa, v = 0.29, p = 7800 kg/m3 
Wooden cylinder [2050g] Er = 1 GPa, Ee = 737 MPa, Ez = 14.74 GPa, Vre = 0.39, Vez = 





Gre = 103.2 MPa, Gez = 943.4 MPa, Gzr = 1.15 GPa 
Steel ball: 70 m/s; Wooden cylinder: (round) 4 m/s; (flat) 
7m/s 
Panel area: Length= 1.55 m ; breadth= Lim 
Inner ply thickness, hi= 4.76 mm 
Outer ply thickness, h0 = 4.76 mm 
PVB interlayer thickness, hp = 1.52 mm 
Steel ball: R = 3.96875 mm 
Wooden cylinder: R = 32.81 mm; length= 1.2m 
Table 2. Wei bull parameters n, m and k for monolithic glass sheets [ 15]. 
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Figure 1. Schematic ofY -Z plane cross-section of laminated glazing with different 
missile types impacting it: a) 3-D profile of laminated glazing; b) small missile; 
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Figure 3. Time history of principal stresses at the bottom surface center and off-center of 
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Figure 4. Time history of principal stresses at the bottom surface center and off-center of 
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Figure 5. Time history of principal stresses at the bottom surface center and off-center of 
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Figure 6. Cumulative probability of failure versus impact velocity for various aged and 
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Figure 7. Cumulative probability of failure versus impact velocity for various aged and 
new rectangular laminated glass panels for large missile impact (round 
configuration) 
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Figure 8. Cumulative probability of failure versus impact velocity for various aged and 
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Figure 9. Effect ofPVB thickness on Cumulative probability of failure of inner ply of 
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Figure 10. Effect of PVB thickness on Cumulative probability of failure of inner ply of 
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Figure 11. Effect of PVB thickness on Cumulative probability of failure of inner ply of 
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Figure 12. Effect of inner and outer glass ply thickness on Cumulative probability of 
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Figure 13. Effect of inner and outer glass ply thickness on Cumulative probability of 
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Figure 14. Effect of inner and outer glass ply thickness on Cumulative probability of 
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Figure 15. Effect of area glass panel on Cumulative probability of failure of inner ply of 
laminated glazing for small missile impact 
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Figure 16. Effect of area glass panel on Cumulative probability of failure of inner ply of 
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Figure 17. Effect of area glass panel on Cumulative probability of failure of inner ply of 
laminated glazing for large missile impact (flat end configuration) 
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Figure 18. Effect of aspect ratio of glass panel (single area dimension constant) on 
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Figure 19. Effect of aspect ratio of glass panel (single area dimension constant) on 
Cumulative probability of failure of inner ply oflaminated glazing for large 
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Figure 20. Effect of aspect ratio of glass panel (single area dimension constant) on 
Cumulative probability of failure of inner ply of laminated glazing for large 
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Figure 21. Effect of aspect ratio of glass panel (area constant) on Cumulative probability 
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Figure 22. Effect of aspect ratio of glass panel (area constant) on Cumulative probability 
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Figure 23. Effect of aspect ratio of glass panel (area constant) on Cumulative probability 
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Figure 24. Effect of inner and outer ply thickness ratio, hi I h0 on Cumulative probability 
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Figure 25. Effect of inner and outer ply thickness ratio, hi I h0 on Cumulative probability 
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Figure 26. Effect of inner and outer ply thickness ratio, hi I h0 on Cumulative probability 
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